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Principal’s Message
Dear Parents and Guardians,
I would like to take this opportunity to share
with you an important news on Concordia’s
accreditation process. Last month, a team of
visitors representing Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC) came to
inspect our school to ensure Concordia is on
the right path.
In their four days visit, the visiting committee examined the essential criterions of our
school; mainly organization of student
learning,
curriculum, instruction, and
assessment, support for student personal,
academic, and spiritual growth, resource
management and development. Though
they have made a few recommendations,
the overall inspection report was positive
and that Concordia has a sound management system and proper curriculum in
place.
During the visit, the school staff collaboratively worked to assist the visiting committee in providing all the relevant evidences and answering
all their questions in the Self Study Report. Student representatives took turn to meet and had lunch with the visitors, and parents also showed
great support by working together with PTA to meet with the visiting committee. The school appreciates your effort and once again, thank you
for making Concordia a better school.

Quarter 3 Updates
Welcome to the third issue of our PTA Newsletter. It was a short and sweet quarter 3 with many interesting student activities and fabulous
school celebrations.

SWLO Project
For our students to succeed in school, work and life they require both
strong foundations in key disciplinary areas and positive learning
behaviours such as hard work, persistence, problem solving and
collaboration skills. Our school community holds high expectations
for students and encourages all students to show respect and
responsibility to strive to achieve their full potential in all areas of
school life.

The School-wide Learner (SWLO) Project is one such event for grade 9 and
10 students. Students have been working on this project for a month and
the final presentation was on the afternoon of 13th April 2018, audienced
by the parents and teachers. The thoughtful question sessions were
simply interesting and students answers exhibited the awareness gained
by them on the issue of obesity around the world. Thanks to the parents
for judging the presentations and for being the lively audience.
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Chinese New Year Celebration
Quarter 3 is always special and popular among students because of two memorable celebrations & holidays – Chinese New Year and Easter.
Chinese New year at Concordia was a special event celebrated on the 14th of February 2018, with traditional hot pot, pizza and the performances. Not only is this an important cultural event, but it serves to bring students together in sharing the Chinese culture with their food,
dance, songs, language, etc. The story of Chinese New Year and how it is celebrated around the world was narrated in English and Putonghua.
Chinese proverb guessing game was as super hit event that involved teachers and students irrespective of their knowledge of Chinese
language. Congratulations student council, on organising such a successful event! Singing, dancing, compering,… CONCORDIA HAS
TALENT!!!

Easter Celebration
Easter is very popular at Concordia with house
competitions – egg painting, egg hunting, egg
racing, Kahoot quiz about Easter and a very
special Easter message from Dr. Carter. Traditionally a Christian holiday, Easter is now commonly
celebrated in many amazing, fun and interesting
ways all over the world. This year during the
Easter celebrations, our students at Concordia
followed the directions of their Student Council
leaders. Master of Ceremonies Peter & Jacky led
off with a short Easter story, which was followed
by Dr Carter who spoke about Easter’s religious
content and significance to Christians. Rexon and
Wilson quickly got the students’ competitive
juices flowing with a 20 question Kahoot quiz
about Easter practices worldwide.
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This was handily won by Cristiana, and Water house collected the most points. Next followed a mad dash all over school premises to hunt for
eggs hidden by Billy, James and Alex. Earth house collected the most eggs! Joey & Koba led 2 artistes from each House to paint eggs, and
would you just look at the quality they produced! Everyone oohed and aahed over them, and Fiona from Earth house walked away the clear
winner. Congratulations, Earth house!
A few of our teachers even got into
Meanwhile students challenged each
other to score points in the Egg
rolling and the Egg & Spoon race all
organised by Kenyu, Noble and
Wilson.

the game and Earth house was the
winner. Egg rolling in the UK is said
to by symbolic of the resurrection of
Christ on Easter Monday, when Jesus
rolled the stone away from his tomb.

All points were tallied up by our inhouse accounting firm of Botao & Koba, who declared Earth house the overall winners, with Water, Fire and
Air houses trailing behind. Chocolates were awarded as prizes and our students started their holidays with chocolates in their pockets. Our
sincere thanks to the Student Council for their coordination and organisation, and also to our teachers for helping us have a grand time.
Every celebration and student activity at Concordia aims at strengthening student’s collaboration, language and independent learning skills
promoting to the the achievement of School -wide Learner Outcomes.

Model United Nations
Our students from grade 9 to 11 participated in HKMUN
(Hong Kong Model United Nations) conducted at Hong Kong
Science Park from 25th to 27th March, 2018. Students exhibited
great enthusiasm and intellect to debate and communicate
with students from different schools throughout Asia!
Several Concordia International School students from grade 9
to 11 participated in this year's Hong Kong Model United
Nations (HKMUN). This program brings students from
several schools together to discuss world issues in the same
way that the United Nations does. Like the actual United
Nations, students represent different countries and discuss
many of the actual topics and scenarios that affect the global
community.
Concordia students have proudly participated in HKMUN for
several years, although this year our team was made up of
mostly newcomers to the program. Students participated in
five different committees including National Atlantic Treaty
Organisation(NATO) and Legislative Council of Hong Kong
(LEGCO). In order to prepare for these roles, students worked
hard and put in a lot of time researching and rehearsing. This
was evident from their excellent speeches and their wellargued debates on a variety of real-life issues facing the global
community today.
Our students expressed how much they enjoyed attending the
conference and that they hope to continue their interest in
international politics in the future as well as begin preparing
for next year’s HKMUN. As a school, we are extremely proud
of these hardworking students, and want to congratulate them
on achieving SWLOs 2a,b,c, 3a,b,c, and 4a! Great job guys!
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Concordia Sports
The Concordia Wolves ended Season 2 with hardware! The Boys U20 Basketball team placed third in the ISSF Division 3 Conference taking
home bronze medals after a final victory over Korean International School. This championship game brought out the biggest fans with support
from the SAC, current and former students, teachers, and Principal Du. Thank you for all your support! Special recognition and commendation
to seniors Captain Botao Zhang and Kenyu Chen for leading the team during trainings, on the scoreboard and off the backboards!
The U16 Boys Basketball team had a terrific season with some exciting victories and tough losses. The season ended with the ISSF Division 3
Conference tournament, where, despite facing some of their toughest competition all year, team captain Aden Poon and veteran players Akbar
Shahzada and Vincent Chan rallied the team together to successfully finish 4th place overall. This team developed tremendously this year and
the future is looking bright for the U16 Wolves. We look forward to returning and new players joining next year!
Season 3 has begun and the U20 Boys Badminton team pulled out a few victories in a recent competition against American International School.
Peter Ho won in a singles match and went on to team up with Ben Chow in the doubles competition to achieve double happiness. James Leung,
Danny Meng, and Alex Zhang continue to represent the Wolves, good luck!

Important dates
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Jesus and SWLOs
Religion assemblies can be an important part of student learning at CIS,
helping students achieve School Wide Learner Outcomes. Recent assemblies
have involved problem solving, critical thinking, and global awareness.
To be clearer globally about the life and work of Jesus the last two assemblies
used a timeline (Jesus worked at the time of the Han dynasty in China) and
maps (Jesus worked near Jerusalem).
Critical thinking: The assembly before Easter included a video clip of an NBA
basketball game in the US, won by a last minute “dunk” and then the team
celebration of victory. Could we say that Jesus won the “game” with death?
Is Christian worship like that victory celebration?

Problem solving: New Testament Bible stories show that Jesus cared for people, even healing
sick people. Why were leaders in Jerusalem in Jesus’ days upset with him, wanting to kill
him? A Hong Kong dollar coin with the face of Queen Elizabeth was part of that “puzzle.”
Problem solving and critical thinking are part of the assemblies for the whole year. The New
Testament says that the story of Jesus is Good News. The story of Jesus shows conflicts with
religious leaders and Jesus, innocent, being put to death. Why call this Good News?

Teacher Feature
Social Studies - Going Places!!

The grade 8 students have been delving into provocative global issues from water, air, and food
quality and quantity to growing waste, access to health, war, and other areas of critical concern
throughout the year. The latest unit covered in the World Issues class, focused on important issues
around the world, incorporating the five themes of geography, identifying physical and human
characteristics of a place, and examining the positive and negative effects of human to environment
interaction. The unit culminated with oral presentations on a project in which students individually
researched and produced a travel guide on a place of critical concern.
As students progress further in secondary education, research skills and project based learning are
integral components of the curriculum at Concordia International. The World Issues grade 8 class
exercised the initial steps in the research process. Concentrating their efforts on identifying credible
sources as well as citing their sources, Maryam Ahmed reflects upon achieving SWLO 1&3, “I developed researching skills, I learned how to look for credible sources, and I analyzed lots of information
from different sources…..I learnt a lot about Bulgaria [and] I have achieved being an independent
learner throughout the project.I thought critically to analyze the information and understand the
issue it's facing.”

Selin Wang reflects upon the achievements of the School Wide Learning Objectives throughout her Travel
Guide to Beijing , “Through this travel guide research project, I master effective study skills, academic
knowledge, and technological expertise. For example, When I during the research, I will first write the
outline. What issue I have to answer, what information I have to research, and separate them to each part.
I also learned how to write analysis, reflection, remember the word that uses in the analysis, reflection. It
was very useful. And I learned how to make the source to APA format. I know how to think critically to
sensitively analyze information and ideas. There are many sources of my information, but I will analyse
what is the positive and negative. Then I will make my own thinking about this, what do I think about the
right. This is very big and good results from my researching that I know how to do a critically thinking.
Demonstrate a responsible approach towards the environment.”
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Service Learning
SWLO 2(b) Provide service to others in our local and/or global communities.
An important part of the Concordia International School (HK)’s mission is to provide a balanced and holistic education for all. Building responsible, conscious, and caring students outside of the classroom, the Global Leadership and Service program strive to create a supportive and
positive partnership between school, parents and the community.
At grade 9 and 10, students embark upon a minimum of 30 hours of service learning through weekly visits to the local community that includes
Lutheran Social Service centres and nurseries as well as other NGOs. Most recently students visited the Sun Chui Lutheran Children Centre in
Shatin . They incorporated many cross curricular elements, applying their skills and knowledge from the classroom to make homemade insect
repellent ointment while achieving the schoolwide learner outcomes.. The finished products were shared among the children at the centre.
(SWLO 2b 2c 3c).

Volunteering opportunities for Cultural Day food sale in May 2018
To celebrate our diverse cultural make-up, we are hosting Concordia cultural day on --- May 2018 . It is
the time to display and demonstrate your cultural highlights and specialities to educate and get
educated. This colorful event brings in a feeling of respect towards different cultures while achieving our
SWLO 2(c).
Parents are encouraged to volunteer for a food sale during our cultural day in May 2018. Kindly wechat
/ email your ideas to set up your cultural food booth. You can wear your traditional costumes and
display/demonstrate any cultural art piece or skill to our students. Any other parent performances are
most welcome.
The more the merrier! Come on, let’s BLAST THE DAY!!!
You could email us at pta@concordiaintl.edu.hk or communicate through wechat group,
Join into our CISPTA wechat group…
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